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Internet2 + LastPass
Simple and affordable password
management for your institute.

Higher education is ranked one of the top 5 industries to experience significant
data breaches in 2020, with 23% of breaches due to hacking via stolen credentials,
compromising personal data.¹
Custom I2 Packages to meet your
needs – and budget
Each year budgets get tighter and
resources slimmer as your responsibilities
grow. For higher education institutions,
LastPass and Internet2 offer turnkey,
affordable packages designed to make
it easy for higher education institutions
in the US, to provide secure password
management for everyone on and
off campus.
Internet2 NET+ LastPass for your
higher education institution includes a
personal LastPass account for everyone
on and off campus.
Digital security for all
Professional and personal lives are
merging at unprecedented rates, and it’s
crucial that all faculty, staff and students
protect their digital life - especially when
accessing your institute’s data, like email
and learning apps, from personal devices
on and off campus.

Reduce the cyber risk to your institute by
securing your employees, students, and
their networks! Every individual on -and
off campus can sign up for a personal
LastPass account to ensure a holistic
security strategy at your higher education
institute. With a secure, private vault
that’s accessible from any device and
browser, there’s never an excuse for poor
password hygiene.
Frictionless experience for users
of all levels
Keep things simple yet secure. With
easy to use web extensions and mobile
applications, let LastPass do the work for
you, so your staff and faculty can focus
on important initiatives and students can
focus on academics. Users of all levels
know exactly where to go, and how to
get access.
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Proven security model
LastPass is a trusted Internet2 partner, and we take your
security seriously. At every step, we’ve designed LastPass to
protect what you store, so you can trust LastPass with your
sensitive data.
LastPass is Soc 2 Type II, Soc 3 Type II and C5 compliant.
This detailed review of our controls and processes is a gold
standard for confirming the security and reliability
of LastPass.
Secure campus while reducing IT burden:
• LastPass reliably captures every password at login,
and fills them in during the next visit.

More accessible for every user
LastPass has enabled keyboard navigation, updated proper
color contrast and readability, and has added regions and
language tags to allow users to navigate with screen readers
and keyboards more easily within the vault navigation
across three main browsers.
Trusted by academia
LastPass’ password manager is trusted by your peers in
Academia, with over 1,200 higher education customers and
counting such as Auburn University, Dartmouth College,
Princeton University and more!

• Whether on a desktop, laptop, smartphone or tablet,
accounts are backed up and synced.
• The built-in password generator creates long,
randomized passwords that protect against hacking.
• Conveniently and safely share passwords and notes
with anyone.
• LastPass has 1,200+ pre-integrated apps and
custom integrations provides seamless access
without passwords.

Learn More

See how simple securing your campus is with LastPass.
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